CLion 2018.2.1, build 182.3911.40
Code: Highlighting
and Inspections

Bug

Dynamic Analysis
Tools

Performance CPP-13341

Editor. Editing Text

Bug

IDEA-192438 Underline is always bold underline

Bug

IDEA-195183 Inspection's tooltip shouldn't appear when the cursor stays on a hint

Bug

IDEA-193329 New SE: SearchEverywhere | Action (FindAction): OpenInFindWindow
button should be disabled

Bug

IDEA-195542 Inconsistent and partial results in "Occurrences of" Find tool window tab
after opening from "Find in Path"

Bug

IDEA-193584 New SE: plugin enabling/disabling via Find Action is confusing and
incorrect

Packaging and
Installation

Usability

IDEA-185044 Show list of used third-party libraries directly in the IDE

User Interface

Feature

IDEA-158158 Love the new img you can set on the IDE however (.. flip and mirror)

Bug

IDEA-194995 slow scrolling in svg viewer

Bug

IDEA-194229 New SE: layouting of "actions" results

Bug

IDEA-194924 TouchBar support: touch bar is not appeared after first IDE launch

Bug

IDEA-195558 'Use dark header' setting is saved immediately

Bug

IDEA-193403 New SE: incorrect integration with other popups

Usability

IDEA-192403 Touchbar support for Select in > Project view

Cosmetics

IDEA-193385 New SE: cursor keeps improper shape

Cosmetics

IDEA-194379 Auto-hide scrollbar on OS X similar to how default scrollbars work

Exception

IDEA-195533 NPE in RequestFocusInToolWindowCmd

User Interface.
Controls

Bug

IDEA-193777 Cannot switch on 'Show function keys on touchbar' feature

User Interface.
Graphics

Bug

IDEA-195624 wave underscore is partially bold

Bug

IDEA-195614 IAE in EffectPainter2D

User Interface.
Navigation

Bug

IDEA-195792 No file name completion in File Choosers

User Interface.
Project View

Bug

IDEA-189742 Items in Project View remain highlighted as incorrect after deleting the
class with uncompilable code

Bug

IDEA-195578 New files do not show on package view

Find, Replace, Find
Usages

Version Control

Version Control. Git

Code Insight

CPP-13704

Clangd repeatedly breaks large rebasings by locking files
UI might wait for sanitizers execution

Performance IDEA-195871 VcsRootScanner adds everything under a symlinked directory into the
VFS
Cosmetics

IDEA-195273 Default Changelist Changelist

Bug

IDEA-193239 Incorrect branch names shown for "checkout with rebase" and for
interactive rebase operations

Bug

IDEA-195466 Status of new files is not parsed if `git add -N` was used

Bug

PY-23270

New f string formating overrides SQL syntax highlighting

Bug

PY-29894

PyCharm quick fixes result in text-PSI inconsistencies

Bug

PY-30827

Renaming in injection language fragment triggers exception

Bug

Console

PY-30794

INSERT IGNORE INTO is not recognised as SQL

Performance PY-31044

2018.2: PyCharm and Idea are very slow on MacBook with TouchBar if
Django support is enabled

Bug

PY-30617

Open new Console instance by default when "Run with Python Console"

Bug

PY-30611

Auto-completion in console do not recognize methods as methods

Performance PY-30285

Code completion in debug console freezes the UI:
PydevConsoleReference.getVariants waits on RemoteDebugger.execute

Debugger

Performance PY-30222

Completion for pandas data frame is very slow

Inspections

Bug

PY-30789

Multi-level heirarchy of abstract classes gives "must implement"
inspection error

Bug

PY-30880

False positive: dataclasses init false field after a field with a default value

Bug

PY-29704

abc.abstractmethod is not recognized by linter

Bug

PY-27231

False type warning

Bug

PY-21493

Legal f-strings in regex context are sometimes marked as errors

Bug

PY-30512

__builtins__ reference should not be unresolved

Refactoring

Bug

PY-30762

Rename refactor on py.test fixture breaks usages

Test Runner

Bug

PY-30563

pytest-bdd: params are not suported

Bug

PY-30768

Parameter types are unknown to PyCharm when "parse" is used by
Behave

Cosmetics

PY-26263

Rename py.test to pytest

DB Connectivity

Usability

DBE-6655

Custom JDBC driver configuration workflow

DB Console

Bug

DBE-6751

Execute stored procedure: specify type length for the result or otherwise
(if infer type length is not possible) indicate that the script is invalid

DB Introspection

Bug

DBE-6362

Redshift view with no schema binding - unable to inspect columns

Exception

DBE-6818

Postgres 11 broke backward compatibility (columns proisagg and
proiswindow are dropped from pg_catalog.pg_proc)

Data Views

Feature

DBE-4100

Feature Request: Show column comments in tooltips

Navigation & Search

Bug

DBE-6796

Consider data source group in Go to actions and other places where I'm
choosing some database object

SQL Resolve

Bug

DBE-6676

Quoted Identifiers are case insensitive SQL Server

User Interface

Feature

DBE-6753

Can not drag Data Source to a group

Feature

DBE-6797

When renaming a datasource, interpret slashes as groups or interpret
slahes in datasource names as groups

Bug

DBE-6808

Gutter color is not respected

Usability

DBE-6799

Moving a datasource to a parent group that has no direct child only
possible via "new..." group

